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Central Banks and Payment Systems:
The Evolving Trade‐off between Cost and Risk

Central banks and payment systems evolved together. Many early central banks were
founded as payments institutions: examples include Barcelona’s 1401 Taula di Canvi (Usher
1934), Genoa’s 1408 Banco di San Giorgio (Sieveking 1934a), Venice’s 1587 Banco di Rialto
(Luzzatto 1934), the Bank of Amsterdam in 1609 (Van Dillen 1934), the Bank of Hamburg
in 1619 (Sieveking 1934b), and Nuremberg’s 1621 Banco Publico (Denzel 2012). While
some central banks were initially established as government iscal agents (most famously,
the Bank of England in 1694; see Clapham 1944), in most cases these institutions were
soon drawn into a payments role (Roberds and Velde, 2014).
Today, payment systems continue to be a key part of central banking, and central banking
remains at the center of payments. Private payment systems are important throughout Eu‐
rope and North America. Innovative private systems are ubiquitous, from systems for small
retail payments, such as PayPal or Square, through large value systems like CHIPS and EU‐
RO1, and up to the international CLS system. But central bank systems—Fedwire, TARGET,
CHAPS, and so on—continue to be the backbone for the rest of payments.
The importance of payments activity has expanded dramatically since the 1970s with the
growth of inancial markets, especially the growth in foreign exchange trading post‐Bretton
Woods. Figure 1 summarizes the historical evolution of “payments intensity” for selected
countries, measured as annual value transferred over wholesale systems relative to nomi‐
nal GDP. Payments activity at the 18th‐century Bank of Amsterdam was already about 2.5
times contemporaneous Dutch GDP. This ratio did not change greatly over the next three
centuries: by 1960 the U.S. was turning over 4.5 times its GDP through the Federal Re‐
serve’s wholesale system (Fedwire). Post‐Bretton Woods this ratio increased rapidly in
most developed countries, but by 2012 appears to have leveled out at about 90‐100 times
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GDP, at least for the time being.2 Payments intensity is still increasing in other parts of the
world, e.g., China’s ratio went from 20 times GDP in 2008 to 34 times GDP in 2012.
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Figure : Large value payments to GDP ratios, selected economies
Notes: Ratios represent sum of annual value transferred over all large‐value systems for a given country or
currency, divided by annual GDP. Sources are Cannon 1910, Carter et al. 2006, Committee on Payment and
Settlement Systems 1980, 2002, 2013, Dehing 2012, De Vries and Van der Woude 1997, Hills, Thomas, and
Dimsdale 2010, Matthews 1921, Riesser 1911, Ritschl and Spoerer 1997, and Stähler 1909. Figures for 2008
and 2012 include prorated shares of CLS activity. Pre‐1955 values are highly approximate.

The dramatic expansion in payments activity has created new worries for policymakers.
System‐wide disasters are of course of great concern. The experience of Fedwire during the
events of 9/11 has led systems to pay increased attention to backup and recovery facilities.
The experience of individual payment failures in large value systems and the potential for
knock‐on effects have led to large‐scale reforms, culminating in movement to gross settle‐
ment (Bech and Hobijn 2007), the introduction of liquidity‐saving mechanisms (i.e., queu‐

2 In the U.S. case, about 60 percent of wholesale payments (by value) can be directly attributed to settlement
of foreign exchange trades, since they take place over systems (CHIPS, CLS) that are specialized to this func‐
tion. We suspect that FX has a similar share of large‐value payments in other countries.
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ing schemes; see Martin and McAndrews 2008), and development of CLS (Continuous
Linked Settlement; see Kahn and Roberds 2001, as well as section 4 below). And on a day‐
to‐day basis, the overlap in services provided by private and public systems leads to a per‐
sistent question for regulatory bodies: to what degree should the private systems, that
simultaneously compete with and depend on the public backbone systems, be encouraged
or restricted?
In this paper, we will present a simple theoretical framework to illustrate the evolution of
central bank payment systems and, importantly, their interactions with private systems.
De iciencies in a payment system create opportunities for a central bank to improve ef i‐
ciency by offering a privileged form of money. Successfully introducing central bank money
then causes the payment system to adjust to its new settlement anchor. Central bank mon‐
ey contributes to the effectiveness of the wider payment system and its characteristics de‐
pend on the structure of the central bank. Furthermore, this co‐evolution of the elements of
a domestic payment system is sensitive to the pressures and opportunities created by in‐
ternational demand for its payment services.
To demonstrate these dynamics, we consider examples of the development of payment sys‐
tems before, during, and after the introduction of central banks. First, we examine the Early
Modern system of bills of exchange prevalent on the European Continent. Next, we examine
the Anglo‐American experience with banknotes and checks. Finally, we consider modern
wholesale payments arrangements for foreign exchange, which work through multiple cen‐
tral banks but do not have a unifying central bank.3

1. Analytical framework
In order to make a transaction, a buyer and seller must establish not only the terms of the
purchase—price, quantity, quality—but also the terms of the payment: when, where, and,

3 For other approaches linking the history of payment systems to the development of central banks, see Gian‐
nini 2011 and Norman et al. 2011.
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above all, how.4 Nowadays, transactors have a variety of payment methods available to
them: cash, checks, and various payment cards and internet arrangements. But as illustrat‐
ed in the following sections, economic agents in earlier centuries often faced complex
menus of payment methods as well.
Choosing among the alternative means of payment involves tradeoffs. As a result, an econ‐
omy uses a variety of payment methods. For example, cash has high liquidity and inality,
but people resist using it because cash is expensive to acquire and protect. Credit cards, in
contrast, are cheaper for consumers to use, but expensive for retailers. They are also con‐
tingent and have limited secondary market liquidity. We will call the collection of these
methods at any particular time, along with their supporting infrastructures, the payment
system.
Each method of payment has a different pro ile of advantages and disadvantages,5 making it
most suitable for a different segment of money demand.6 For example, if the parties to the
transaction trust each other, or if the payment is relatively small, they might prefer a tech‐
nique with higher risks but lower costs. As the costs of particular payments methods
change, those payments methods become larger or smaller parts of the overall system.
Conceptually, sources of payments friction can be assigned into two broad camps: resource
costs and risk of use. Payment instruments that have no relative advantage in either re‐
source cost or risk are shunned, and the monies people do use have a relative advantage in
Integrating the multiple dimensions of transactions into an Arrow‐Debreu context presents serious chal‐
lenges. One way of solving this problem is illustrated in Geanakoplos 2009, which treats each different set of
terms for a purchase (in this case the collateral requirements) as a different Arrow‐Debreu commodity.
4

5 A host of recent research has investigated the considerations that lead individuals to choose one means of
payment over another in particular transactions. See, for example, Arango and Welte 2012; Foster, Meijer,
Schuh and Zabek, 2011; Kahn and Liñ ares‐Zegarra 2012; Klee 2008; Kosse 2012; Leinonen 2008; Schuh, and
Stavins 2010.

The term “money” refers to a liquid asset that serves in multiple roles, the most important of them being a
means of payment. Most means of payment can be classi ied as monies. Usefulness as a means of payment is a
primary driver of demand for money (the so‐called “transactions motive”), although other considerations
(“speculative” and “precautionary” motives) also in luence demand for money.
6
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one or the other dimension. The set of payment technologies actually used thus exhibits the
tradeoff between cost and risk (Berger, Hancock, and Marquardt 1996).
Resource costs include costs of record keeping in accounts‐based payments arrangements
and cost of veri ication in store‐of‐value arrangements (see Kahn and Roberds 2009). But
the most important resource costs can often be summarized by the cost of the collateral
tied up in the operation of the payment method.7 There are several dimensions to the risks
in using a payment system, but today, the most relevant are liquidity risks8 and risks associ‐
ated with failure of settlement inality. Historically the risk of loss of value, through in lation
or outright default, was also an extremely important consideration when a transactor
adopted a payments method. This risk is not a major concern for participants in estab‐
lished systems in developed countries today, but the recent experiences of hyperin lation in
Zimbabwe, as well as persistent high rates of in lation in other developing economies, re‐
mind us that these concerns are ongoing in some payment systems.9
Evolution of the payment system occurs when a technological or institutional innovation
reduces the costs or risks of using a payment method. Increased demand for the improved
arrangement allows the innovators to earn pro its. Figure 2 puts this into a schematic,
where payment system evolution is that movement of a risk/cost frontier towards a zero
cost, zero risk origin, rendering the old frontier feasible but inferior.

In historical contexts the cost of the collateral backing the payment system (sometimes the cost of specie) is
absolutely clear as will be seen below. In practical contexts it is also clear that the disadvantages of some
modern systems stem from the amount of collateral or of central bank funds needed to run them (Martin and
McAndrews 2008).
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Recent approaches to modeling liquidity risk include Holmströ m and Tirole 2011 and Brunnermeier and
Pedersen 2009.
8
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And despite the remoteness of the risk, the possibility of default by large financial institutions and associated international payment disruption (so-called “Herrstat Risk”) was the underlying driver in the development of CLS.
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Figure 2. Payment system evolution
Source: Adaptation of Berger, Hancock and Marquardt 1996: 700.

Such evolution should not be confused with any instantaneous global jump to best practic‐
es. There are several reasons for institutions to be sluggish in reaching the technologically
feasible frontier. Clearly network externalities and economies of scale are of major im‐
portance in the adoption of a particular means of payment. Thus when an incumbent is in
place, entrants may not be able successfully to introduce new technologies with combina‐
tions of cost and risk that are too similar to existing systems. Instead, outsiders’ innova‐
tions are more likely to arise in a different region of the ef iciency frontier. Political power
can also restrict the introduction of superior technologies—either through the state’s use of
naked power to protect its own monopoly or through in luence of a powerful private sys‐
tem’s lobbying the state. Still, over time we expect that as inferior payment instruments
remain far enough behind the moving frontier, they fall into obscurity, and gradually the
payment system does adjust the better to satisfy the economy’s money demands.

1.1 State Money
Different types of institutions may control different parts of the payment system. At one ex‐
treme are payments arrangements run by private, for‐pro it corporations; at the other ex‐
treme are arrangements which are explicitly arms of the state. Most modern systems lie
somewhere in between. Central banks today are state institutions, but they are typically
6

kept insulated from control by other parts of government. Private systems are often coop‐
erative arrangements established by otherwise competing institutions. Typically they are
charged with the dual tasks of seeking pro its and providing service to their members. Even
state institutions can be interested in operating payment systems so as to turn a pro it..
Nonetheless, for this section we will simplify the discussion by considering the relation be‐
tween a state sector providing an of icial means of payment and private entities competing
with it.
Among competing payment systems, what distinguishes “state money,” supplied by gov‐
ernments or their agents, from the rest? Relative to private suppliers, governments have
potential “natural advantages.” A suf iciently‐stable government can, through its taxing au‐
thority and coercive powers, create a degree of credibility and coordination that other insti‐
tutions cannot match (Kocherlakota 2001, Holmströ m and Tirole 2011, Chapter 5). For ex‐
ample, political credibility might allow a government to develop a iat money, avoiding ex‐
pensive collateral. Or a legal tender law might widely and cheaply coordinate a benchmark
for debt settlement. Or government might use state power to incorporate the most reliable
and stable privately‐provided money available into a state money. We classify state money
as successful when transactors choose to use it.
History shows that the success of state money is not assured. A state, or the central bank
acting as its agent, might lack stability or it might lack a mechanism to confer credibility on‐
to its money, so private arrangements may dominate. One important source of failure is a
con lict between the state’s short‐term pro its (seigniorage) and its long term goals for a
payment system. The history of coinage provides many examples. For millennia, states pro‐
duced coins and tried to monopolize their production. Successful mints created con idence
in the intrinsic content of their coins, but many regimes gained seigniorage through the de‐
basement of their coins. Yet other coins never became established standards, so that few of
them were ever produced and little seigniorage was collected by their issuers. Other illus‐
trations are provided by the history of central banks. Successful central banks have been
able to offer a payments medium with advantages over private arrangements; nonetheless
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there are many examples of institutions that either never gained traction as payment pro‐
viders, or that collapsed following excessive monetary expansion.10
Even if not abusive, state monies may be displaced if they are inferior to the competition.
State monies compete not only with private rivals, but with the monies of other states. His‐
torically, the most successful mints created coins that circulated around the world. Similar‐
ly, the money of a dominant central bank could attract liquidity from abroad in excess of the
nation’s role in international trade. Important examples from earlier eras include the Brit‐
ish pound (Flandreau and Jobst 2005) and the Dutch guilder (Flandreau et al. 2009, Dehing
2012).
Nowadays the U.S. dollar is the prime example of this “reserve currency” status; it remains
to be seen whether the Euro, or possibly the renminbi, eventually supplants the dollar in
this role. If it begins to happen, we can expect that the dollar won’t give in without a ight. A
state has many tools at its disposal in such a struggle. It may attempt to subvert competi‐
tion by setting legal restrictions that favor its own money. Such legal tender rules can
strengthen a currency. Promoting usage reinforces network externalities: as a particular
type of money becomes more popular, the marginal bene its of holding it increase. On the
other hand, efforts to impose an inferior type of money can degrade an entire payment sys‐
tem. Here, a relevant asymmetry is that it is usually easier to impose legal restrictions on
centralized systems, so legal tender will have greater effect on debt settlement (when eco‐
nomically centralized through clearing operations and legally centralized through contract
enforcement) than on decentralized spot transactions. Otherwise put, it is easier to use ille‐
gal money in a side‐alley purchase than in a clearinghouse. Nonetheless, legal restrictions, if
suf iciently severe, can even push clearing arrangements into the shadows—or nowadays,

Early (pre‐Napoleonic) examples of public bank failures or collapse include Genoa in 1444 (Sieveking
1934a), Venice in 1638 (Luzatto 1934), Stockholm in 1664 (Heckscher 1934), Vienna in 1705 (Bidermann
1859), and the 1720 breakdown of John Law’s System in France (Velde 2007). The Napoleonic era saw the
collapse of many public banks, e.g., in Amsterdam (Quinn and Roberds 2014) and again in Vienna (Raudnitz
1917). More recent examples of hyperin lation‐induced collapse are (sadly) too numerous to list here: see
Siklos 1995 for a survey.
10
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out of the jurisdiction entirely and into foreign control. Access to private means of payment
constrains a state’s ability to impose costly public payment systems, and thus its ability to
conduct restrictive monetary policies (Kahn 2013). Similarly, the state’s powers in the
monetary and payments arena limit the kinds of private arrangements that can develop.

1.2 Anchor
Nonetheless, the relation between the private and public spheres of payment is not simply
competition between substitutes. If the public authority provides an adequate anchor, then
a private system can develop from it. History provides examples of successful coins becom‐
ing payment system anchors. For a Renaissance or Early Modern city, coins (and the city’s
regulations regarding those coins) were the standard of inality and liquidity. Innovators
responded by developing alternative payment systems that reduced costs relative to coins:
mercantile credit, bills of exchange, and bank accounts. These technologies deferred the
need for coin. Additional innovations avoided the use of coin through netting. Bankers
learned to clear offsetting claims and merchants learned to clear offsetting bills of exchange
(Velde 2009, Bö rner and Hat ield 2012). Eventually, multilateral netting further avoided us‐
age of coin, so bankers centralized with clearinghouses (for their development in the U.S.
and in the U.K., see Cannon 1910 and Matthews 1921 respectively) and merchants central‐
ized with fairs. Innovation meant that the anchor, coins, moved less and less. But each inno‐
vation depended on the stable anchor.
Like coin, successful central bank money can anchor a payment system. Unlike coin, central
bank money does not contain intrinsic value—it is not itself made of gold or silver. Rather,
central bank money derives value from its backing—be it precious metal, sovereign debt, or
the state’s full faith and credit. Compared to a system anchored by coin, a central bank can
reduce or eliminate usage of coin. Displacing a commodity‐money anchor, however, creates
new challenges for the establishment of commitment mechanisms. Again, such efforts can
fail, but when a central bank succeeds, private innovators must ind their spot on the ef i‐
cient frontier. Relative to successful state money, private innovators can either lower costs
(at the expense of risk) or lower risk (at the expense of cost). As a consequence, a new and
9

successful state money can set off rapid innovation—a “punctuated evolution”—as the pri‐
vate side of the payment system responds to the new anchor.
In fact, the private system usually directs its efforts towards cost reduction. When well de‐
ployed, the natural advantages of the public provider make it particularly challenging for
private arrangements to offer a lower risk pro ile. This is somewhat paradoxical—after all,
as we have seen, the state system has the power to renege on its promises in so many ways.
But precisely because of that, a successful state system must develop strong assurance of
controls on its growth—a high degree of commitment. The success of state money usually
relies on credible limits on supply, and a limited supply increases the costs of this most use‐
ful resource.
As a result, con idence in an immediate means of payment has generally required assurance
of some controls on its growth. But the necessary commitment makes such systems intrin‐
sically in lexible. In the case of metals, the in lexibility was compounded by dependence on
the vagaries of discovery. But more fundamentally, and particularly in iat systems, the as‐
surance was dependent on a belief that the rules of the game were dif icult to change.
On the other hand, this in lexibility means that it is hard to improve on the backing of a sta‐
ble government in periods of economic stress. The public system is likely to be most expen‐
sive but most reliable, thus serving as a refuge in times of crisis. Indeed, the contrast be‐
tween the need for commitment within the central system and the need for lexibility with‐
in the economy as demand for payment grows is the tension which provides space for pri‐
vate systems to develop and compete. The resulting opportunity for private innovation is to
offer payment services at a lower cost (but at higher risk) that many transactors ind desir‐
able. Figure 2 gives a schematic view of the process. To begin, a new state money moves
inward the high cost, low risk end of the payment system frontier. Then innovation grows a
new frontier towards lower costs/ higher risks. The new private system builds on the sta‐
bility of the anchor.
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Figure 3. Punctuated evolution

1.3 System Risk
Participants choose the payments method that its best with their preferences for mixing
costs and risk. But the social costs of risk may be greater than the private costs. There can
be externalities associated with the use of a payment system: misuse or failure of a pay‐
ment system imposing costs on agents in the economy beyond the participants in the par‐
ticular transaction. Systemic risk is inherent in any payment system: like national security,
the very existence of a payment system enables the economy to rely on it to get things done,
and therefore encourages production and investment; its disappearance damages everyone.
More narrowly, the use of a payment system requires buying into its speci ic arrangements.
There is value tied up in this, and so the destruction or degradation of the system causes
losses to other participants in the system: the more widespread its use the greater these
costs. The provider of a system will internalize these values in determining the right level of
safety in order to maximize the value for the membership in its payments community, for
example, through its speci ication of amounts of collateral to be posted by participants. To
the extent that there are spillovers to non‐participants, or to the extent that limited liability
on the part of the system provider leaves him unaffected by systemic losses, the state may
demand a higher level of collateral than even the system operator would prescribe.
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The other half of this tradeoff, the cost of the protective collateral, is also the potential
source of a wedge between private and social costs. The costs of providing collateral are re‐
al enough to the participants who are required to bear them. But central banks have natu‐
ral advantages in the creation of reserves which can be used as backing in payment sys‐
tems. A fundamental puzzle in monetary theory is the extent to which costs of central bank
reserves used as collateral are truly social costs.11
So far we have described a situation in which there is a strict distinction between the back‐
bone public payment system and peripheral private systems. This is an oversimpli ication
in several important respects. First, over time, as the peripheral systems become more cen‐
tral to the economy, the government will extend its rule‐making powers to cover them as
well. Reserves to back bank notes or deposits become not just a matter of the bank’s desire
to maintain its business, but also a requirement of public policy—sometimes, as pointed
out by Giannini (2011), under pressure from the more reliable among the peripheral pro‐
viders, in their quest for quality control. Moreover, as the peripheral systems centralize, the
central authority tends to provide its capital to them as well. In part this makes perfectly
good sense economically: the center is the low‐cost provider of reputational capital and it
values the preservation of peripheral systems, at least under some circumstances. There
are two limits to this process: moral hazard and sheer size. The moral hazard dimension
long been recognized, but the size problem has become important in recent years, as in Ice‐
land, for example, where the peripheral system became so large as to swamp even the sov‐
ereign’s reputational capital. Finally of course, the decision to provide that reputational
capital is only partly voluntary. (“Too big to fail” is not only a phenomenon of the current
age; the Bank of Amsterdam felt compelled to lend to the Dutch East India Company despite
prohibitions in its charter; see Uittenbogaard 2009). And so the need for rule making by the
center is in part a defense against its inability to refuse to bail out private institutions.

The presumed power of central authorities to provide real money balances costlessly underpins much of
the debate about optimal money supplies and the Friedman rule. See Lagos and Wright 2005.
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1.4 The Role of Information
Information is central to the working of payment systems. As emphasized in Kahn and
Roberds (2008), the success of a system requires the ability of participants to distinguish
legitimate from counterfeit tokens in “store‐of‐value” systems and the ability to distinguish
identities of counterparties in “account‐based” systems. More basically, it requires the abil‐
ity to distinguish one payment system from its imitators: in other words successful pay‐
ment systems must be “name brands.” The ability to police one’s brand is a crucial aspect
of the necessary generation of con idence in the system. Historically, sovereigns executed
counterfeiters for treason, and developed techniques and institutions for preserving the
value of the coin.12
Private arrangements band together in guild‐like organizations (think of Visa and Master‐
card as their modern‐day equivalents), not only in order to maintain oligopoly power
against rivals, but also to set standards for safety of instruments and guarantee that the
public not confuse inferior versions with their own. For both of these reasons payments or‐
ganizations appeal to the sovereign for protection and exclusive powers, moving down the
road from purely private to quasi‐public organizations.
One advantage emphasized nowadays in “store‐of‐value” systems is their ability to provide
anonymity: payments may be made successfully without disclosing the identity of the payer
(Kahn, McAndrews, and Roberds 2005). While this side‐bene it has become of increasing
interest in recent years with the ever‐increasing concern with privacy, this does not seem to
us to have been a primary driver in the origination of any payment system before the inter‐
net era. Aside from coin, the earliest monetary instrument that permitted privacy was the
bearer note. The introduction of bearer notes by the Bank of England in 1694 allowed for
anonymity of transactions, but early notes were used for large value, business‐to‐business
The most famous of these is an elaborate procedure for testing a random sample of newly minted coin for
weight and fineness, known in England as “the Trial of the Pyx” (Stigler 1999). This procedure was in use as
early as the thirteenth century. Virtually identical procedures were applied in other countries, see, e.g., Polak
1998 for a description of its use in the seventeenth‐century Netherlands.
12
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payments (Clapham 1944: 22‐3). Their primary bene it was to facilitate inality, by allowing
an alternative to chains of debt transactions. In other words the important aspect of the
trail of information in earlier payment systems is not that an individual did not leave any
trail, but that no one needed to worry about following the trail others had left.
The other aspect of information crucial to running a successful payment system is
knowledge of counterparty quality. Consistent with the difference in risk, private systems
are often con ined to smaller groups of participants than the public system. The risk associ‐
ated with the private system can be reduced by carefully restricting membership to indi‐
viduals deemed suf iciently reliable, or by limiting transactions to those counterparties
whom one can monitor readily. Indeed demand for public systems with improved guaran‐
tees only arises when the extent of the community of transactors begins to exceed the con‐
ines of such groups.

1.5 Preview
In the following sections we consider several historical examples in which a central bank or
central bank innovation is introduced into an existing payment system. We examine the ad‐
justments that occur as the rest of the payment system develops around the new anchor.
We also consider the verdict on the effectiveness of the innovation, as evidenced by interna‐
tional participation in the system.

2. Exchange banks13
The irst generation of central banks in Continental Europe offered accounts rather than
currency. With the exceptions of Naples and Genoa, the early public banks did not circulate
monetary liabilities outside their bank. Instead, Barcelona, Venice, Amsterdam, Hamburg,
and others offered only giro transfer within each bank. These early central banks were lim‐
ited because their goal was to bolster bills of exchange: a private part of the payment sys‐
13

This section is based on Dehing (2012) and Quinn and Roberds (2009, 2012, 2014a, 2014b).
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tem that moved liquidity over long distances. Exchange banks sought to replace coins as a
medium of debt settlement. They did not try to displace coins from circulation as a medium
of exchange. Even so, the Continental exchange banks were mostly ineffectual, or even
counterproductive. An exception was in Amsterdam, where the Bank of Amsterdam did
eventually innovate to create a successful anchor money for international payments.

2.1 Coins and Bills of Exchange
In the Early Modern Era, the anchor of the European payment systems was coin. Coins of
the inest reputation like the Venetian ducat, the Spanish dollar, or the Dutch rixdollar circu‐
lated widely as low risk means of payment for large‐value spot transactions. By “low risk”
we mean that the likelihood of such coins being of a lower ineness than expected was low
for international merchants and their money changers. Gandal and Sussman (1997: 444),
for example, put the accuracy of touch‐stone assay at around 3 percent and the accuracy of
weight at ⅓ percent, so con idence in the ineness of coins was a critical competitive ad‐
vantage.
Using trade coins, however, was expensive. For example, for the mid‐eighteenth century,
Nogues‐Marco (2013: 468) calculates a two percent cost of acquiring and moving silver
from London to Amsterdam: perhaps the shortest, safest and busiest international trade
route in the world at the time. Costs include brokerage, loading, freight, and assay. Insur‐
ance adds another 1 to 2 percent during peace, and even more during war (Nogues‐Marco
2013: 469).
To avoid such costs, merchants used bills of exchange. A bill was an “order instrument,” for
example an instruction by a merchant in London to a merchant in Amsterdam to pay a sum
in Dutch guilders. Instead of buying and transporting coin, a merchant could spend English
pounds to buy a bill drawn on Amsterdam.14 Usually, the exchange rate within the bill deliv‐
This form of payment persists in the modern world. E.g., a recent Wall Street Journal (McMahon 2014) de‐
scribes the use of bank drafts (bills drawn on commercial banks, payable at a future date) in contemporary
China.
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ered more Dutch guilders per English pound than could be acquired by shipping metal. The
exchange rate included a charge for time, typically around ¼ percent between London and
Amsterdam. Add in brokerage and postage, and total cost might reach one percent, or one‐
third the cost of shipping coin.
The trade‐off, however, was risk. Foremost, the person supposed to pay the bill in Amster‐
dam might not pay. This was called a protest, and it left the creditor seeking compensation
at law in Amsterdam or even back in London. Micro‐level analysis of bill protest rates is
very rare, but Santarosa (2010: 13) does ind 44 percent of bills were protested in Marseille
around 1780. London and Amsterdam protest rates were likely less, but we have no good
estimate, and, as with other debts used as money, the likelihood of default would suddenly
increase during a crisis. For our purposes, the relevant point is that compared to coins, bills
of exchange were a high‐risk, low‐cost means of payment supplied by private parties. Gov‐
ernment, however, did play a crucial role supporting this part of the payment system by en‐
forcing bill contracts. And here is where the early public banks emerge.
Beyond assuring that contracts would be enforced expeditiously, localities sought to clarify
the terms of debt settlement. Most commonly, governments would assign an ordinance val‐
ue to coins denominated in the local unit of account. For example, a legal tender law might
say that a particular coin is worth one guilder for settlement of debts public and private. In
this way, creditors would know what coin they were due, and thus bills of exchange encour‐
aged. Such legal restrictions could also be self‐serving, for they could create demand for
coins produced by local mints, and local mints paid pro its from seigniorage to domestic
government. To gain this advantage, however, domestic coin had to deliver more unit of ac‐
count per ounce of silver (or gold) than rival coins. The ratio of value per ounce of metal is
called the mint equivalent. If a coin’s mint equivalent was high enough, merchants would
convert bullion or foreign coin into domestic coin at the local mint (Sargent and Velde
2003).
In spot transactions, merchants could circumvent this process by valuing foreign coins
more than ordinances assigned the coins (Rolnick, Velde, and Weber 1996). In debt con‐
tracts, however, debtors could insist on repayment at ordinance values. In this, debtors and
16

the local mint had a shared desire to create local coins that disadvantaged creditors. This
dynamic was acute in the Early Modern Netherlands because a number of mints could pro‐
duce legally‐favored coins. The competition between mints damaged the reputation of coins
by encouraging incremental debasement. Slightly less silver per coin meant a large mint
equivalent ratio. In other words, legal restrictions often made local coins the anchor of the
international payment system, but those same ordinances could promote the degradation
of those same coins. The incentive came from an ability to shift the cost of coin debasement
onto creditors, so an imperfect anchor undermined the private sector payment technology
built on it. In effect, mints and debtors appropriated some of the cost savings created by
bills of exchange.

2.2 Enter the public bank: the case of Amsterdam
Around 1600, Amsterdam was becoming the commercial and inancial hub of northern Eu‐
rope (Gelderblom 2013). The quality of Dutch coinage, however, was suffering mild de‐
basement, and merchants in Amsterdam thought it bad for the bill business. So, in 1609, the
city created a bank, the Bank of Amsterdam, whose design was based on an earlier institu‐
tion in Venice. The city required that bills of exchange settle on the bank’s books rather
than in coin, and it pledged that at withdrawal its bank would deliver coins of a consistently
high quality. The Bank of Amsterdam would protect creditors.
To do this, the bank would suffer an asymmetry: it would accept at deposit Dutch coins with
slightly less silver per coin than it would subsequently give out. To prevent arbitrage, the
Bank of Amsterdam charged a two percent withdrawal fee plus additional fees for coins in
high demand. These fees were greater than the difference between circulating coins and the
coins the Bank of Amsterdam was obliged to deliver at withdrawal. The high withdrawal fee
also meant that a secondary market developed. Instead of withdrawing coin, a broker
would match an existing bank customer wanting out with a prospective customer wanting
in. One person would transfer money within the bank at no fee, and the other would deliver
coin outside the bank at a brokerage fee less than the bank’s withdrawal fee. In time, bro‐
kers became market makers ready to buy or sell at all times.
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All this is an example of a new type of secondary market and private intermediary develop‐
ing to lower the cost of using anchor (Bank of Amsterdam) money. Risk, of course, also
went up because dealers did not assure the quality of their coinage with the same credibil‐
ity as the Bank of Amsterdam. Dealers further reduced costs by offering accounts for non‐
bill payments outside the Bank of Amsterdam. The secondary market now swapped Bank of
Amsterdam balances for private bank balances. And again, risk increased, for now custom‐
ers had to worry about the private bank’s liquidity in addition to the quality of coin they
might eventually get at withdrawal.
The Bank of Amsterdam was itself not without risk. In concept, the Bank of Amsterdam was
to be a fee‐driven, full‐reserves “narrow” bank. In practice, the city used its bank to lend to
the city’s lending bank, the Dutch East India Company, to the Province of Holland, and to
important quasi‐public persons such as mint masters and tax receivers. After a few decades
of heavy lending, the Bank of Amsterdam learned to restrain its credit creation. This con‐
servative position allowed the bank to survive a large run in 1672 when French troops al‐
most overran Holland. Similarly structured public banks in other Dutch cities (Mees 1838)
and Hamburg (Sieveking 1934b) did not fare nearly as well, and were forced into lengthy
suspensions.
But even the Bank of Amsterdam found it dif icult to lourish during the Dutch Golden Age.
High withdrawal fees meant coin only infrequently left the bank, but coin deposits were
even less frequent. As a result, the Bank of Amsterdam was slowly losing coin in the 1660s
and 1670s. It offset the leakage with open market purchases, so the total amount of bank
money remained steady. Still the demand for bank money was limited and merchants were
unwilling to deposit coin at the Bank of Amsterdam for short term purposes. Coins lowed
through the city of Amsterdam to the Baltic, the Mediterranean, and especially Asia, but
those coins did not pass through the Bank of Amsterdam.
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Figure 4. Adding the Bank of Amsterdam

2.3 From public bank to central bank
In response to this stagnation, the Bank of Amsterdam made a small but important change.
Starting in 1683, deposits were given account balances and a receipt for the speci ic coins
deposited. Receipts allowed the Bank of Amsterdam to separate the right of coin withdraw‐
al from account balances. After creating that separation, the bank stripped the inherent
right of withdrawal from accounts. By themselves, Bank of Amsterdam balances became a
type of iat money. This new system proved popular with Europe’s merchants, and demand
for bank money grew even among those not compelled by legal restrictions. Bank of Am‐
sterdam money became the leading international currency of the Eighteenth Century, and
new banking structures emerged in Amsterdam because of it.
How did the nexus of receipts and iat money revolutionize the Bank of Amsterdam as a
central bank? It lowered both costs and risk. The development of receipts made it possible
to offer withdrawals at very low fees (typically ¼ percent) because customers could no
longer arbitrage between types of coin. With a receipt, one got the same coins originally
deposited. The bank was scrupulous in not lending these coins, and receipt commitments
seem to have also deterred the city of Amsterdam from taking these coins as seigniorage.
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Receipts created a credible narrow bank within the larger bank, so accounts with a receipt
got lower costs and less risk.
Accounts without a receipt also bene itted. Receipts were transferable, so account holders
could purchase this low‐cost option from other customers instead of paying the bank the
higher traditional fees. As this secondary market now served the demand for coin with‐
drawals, traditional withdrawal fell into disuse except, potentially, during a run on the Bank
of Amsterdam. Mindful of this remaining risk, the Bank of Amsterdam quietly ended the
right to withdraw accounts without a receipt. Without a receipt, bank balances became a
type of iat money. Customers could transfer them within the bank but could not compel the
bank to surrender assets in exchange for them. Limiting the scale of a deposit run to the
amount of coin under receipt meant that the Bank of Amsterdam could not be driven to
failure. Collective action against the bank could only weaken the exchange rate; it could not
force the bank to suspend payments.
The 1683 introduction of quasi‐ iat money had a strong impact on the bank’s payment
business. Dehing (2012: 140) estimates that total “giro” turnover through the bank’s ac‐
counts increased from 204 million lorins in 1676 to 249 million lorins in 1695. Payments
through the bank increased further in the eighteenth century, reaching a peak of perhaps
400 million lorins during the Seven Years’ War (1756‐1763).15 As noted in the introduc‐
tion, this is about 2.5 times contemporaneous Dutch GDP, a remarkable level of payments
intensity for the time, equal to that attained by the U.S. roughly two centuries later (Figure
1).
The popularity of the Bank of Amsterdam’s post‐1683 payment regime is also re lected in
the price of bank money. Figure 5 gives the fee markets charged month by month from Jan‐
uary 1700 to January 1790. During this time, except for periods of war, the price to sell
bank money (relative to circulating coin) rarely climbed over 1 percent and rarely fell be‐
low zero.
15

Authors’ extrapolation based on payments volume estimates given in Dehing (2012: 82).
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Figure 5. Domestic Market Price of Bank of Amsterdam Money
Notes: Sources are McCusker; Gillard; Amsterdam Municipal Archives. Derived by subtracting the market do‐
mestic exchange rate (current guilder/bank lorin) from the deposit rate of the silver rixdollar coin (1.05 cur‐
rent guilder/bank lorin)

This price stability, combined with Amsterdam’s lack of capital controls and advanced i‐
nancial markets, made Bank of Amsterdam money a successful anchor for the international
payment system. Intermediaries responded by developing new types of credit systems that
settled using bank money. The most important new players were merchant banks. Unlike
commercial banks funded by deposits, merchant banks were funded using bills of exchange.
They offered borrowers credit by accepting the bills of exchange drawn abroad (known as
acceptance credit). The merchant bankers then issued new bills to fund the acceptance
credit. The greatest of these irms (Hope, Pels, and Clifford) became famous in their age.
These merchant banks used the Bank of Amsterdam to settle a credit network that extend‐
ed to most commercial hubs in Northern Europe.
The Bank of Amsterdam’s role in bank settlement also opened the opportunity to act as
lender of last resort. When a major merchant bank failed in 1763, the acceptance credit
market convulsed. Suddenly, banks could not sell new bills to inance bills due, so banks
rushed coin to the Bank of Amsterdam to get the liquidity they needed. The Bank of Am‐
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sterdam even created a new liquidity facility that helped a couple of especially troubled
banks. In all, the Bank of Amsterdam succeeded in saving Amsterdam’s merchant banks, but
it could not assist the international customers of those banks. In other words, the inancial
system that settled in Amsterdam extended well beyond Holland, and this mismatch limited
the Bank of Amsterdam’s ability to as lender of last resort.
As successful as the Bank of Amsterdam was for most of the eighteenth century, it suffered
from a brittle design. Receipts created credibility but very limited fee revenue (approxi‐
mately 50 basis points per year). Supplementary bank lending to the Dutch East India
Company brought extra revenue but also fractional reserve risk. The Bank of Amsterdam
kept such lending modest until around 1780. Dutch shipping under the lag of neutrality
during the American Revolution angered Britain to the point of declaring war in 1780. The
war forced the Dutch East India Company to spend heavily to arm its ships while disrupting
the return of cargo from Asia. To inance this situation, the company borrowed heavily from
the Bank of Amsterdam and others, but soon the company was unable to repay. The Bank of
Amsterdam became insolvent. Fearing some type of default, receipt customers removed
coin. The remaining customers, lacking receipts, could not withdraw coins, so the price of
bank money broke trend (see Figure 5). The end of the war with Britain in 1784 did not re‐
store the Bank of Amsterdam’s credibility. Bank money endured, but it was no longer the
“reserve currency” of Europe. One consequence was that merchant banks moved opera‐
tions across the channel to London (Carlos and Neal 2011).
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3. Anglo‐American contrast
The Anglo‐American evolution of central banks and payment systems took a different direc‐
tion than on the Continent. Instead of municipal exchange banks, London, and then Phila‐
delphia, focused on banks that issued currency backed by sovereign debt. Privileged note
issue brought the central banks iscal strength, yet central bank existence and independ‐
ence remained a challenge to secure. And when that failed, commercial banks created qua‐
si‐central banking arrangements to support the payment system. The role of central banks
in payments makes the U.S. a compelling contrast to England (James 2012b: 289‐291). The
two countries’ payment system histories are similar enough that the differences outline the
role of a central bank’s money in the evolution of a payment system.
3.1 Central bank innovation: the Bank of England
Silver coins in Seventeenth Century London suffered from clipping. This created uncertain‐
ty regarding their weight or additional assay costs. Some Londoners avoided coin by adopt‐
ing what was called the “banking habit.” In the 1650s, goldsmith‐bankers began to offer
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checkable deposits for local payments and to arrange bills of exchange for international
payments. Some banknotes were issued at this time, but these appear to have been a minor
payment instrument (Quinn and Roberds 2003). Alternative payment services reduced
costs relative to coin, but, of course, banks were subject to the risk of failure—despite being
conservative fractional reserve operators by modern standards. For example, in 1685, loans
comprised 42 percent of the assets of Child’s bank (Quinn 1994:48), and in 1702 loans
were 38 percent of the assets of Hoare’s bank (Temin and Voth 2013: 67).
Early bankers also created infrastructure that further reduced the cost of payments. Lon‐
don bankers had bilateral clearing arrangements (Quinn 1997). At least one banker kept
agents in foreign ports to facilitate reliable acceptance of bills of exchange (Neal and Quinn
2001). And the largest bankers acted as both tax collectors and sovereign creditors, so taxes
due the Treasury could net debt repayments due the bankers.
Exploiting scale economies, the Bank of England’s incorporation scheme of 1694 built on
this infrastructure. Unlike banker‐led syndicates, the corporation was able to raise large
amounts of outside capital because its limited‐liability stock was easily transferable. And
rather than deal in large amounts of coin, the Bank of England issued large amounts of cur‐
rency when lending and then accepted it back for subscription payments. The business
model was a successful application of network externalities: the Bank of England made
large‐scale issuances of currency to acquire sovereign debt that then backed the currency.
As large amounts of the currency circulated in London, expectation of acceptance became
routine.
While the Bank of England’s money competed with that of other banks, its favored position
meant lower risk. Just two years after its founding, the recoinage of England’s silver coins
created a liquidity crisis and a run. The Bank of England suspended payments, and it would
do so again when it was unable to meet its convertibility obligations. While not explicit in
law, the Treasury granted this privilege in 1696, 1797 and 1914. While infrequently resort‐
ed to, this opt‐out was important. Whereas the Bank of Amsterdam could not fail because a
portion of its money was always inconvertible, the Bank of England did not fail because all
of its money could become temporarily inconvertible.
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The Bank of England also secured the stream of seigniorage from note issue. In 1697, the
Bank of England gained a monopoly on corporate banking in England and Wales, and for‐
gery of its notes was made a capital offense analogous to counterfeiting coins. As a result,
its seigniorage from currency would suffer no large‐scale threat until joint‐stock banking
inally emerged in 1833. Even then, the new corporate banks were kept from issuing cur‐
rency if they operated in London. This iscal strength lowered the risk of Bank of England
notes, for they were backed by both sovereign debt and by the discounted present‐value of
currency seigniorage.
The primary risk for the early Bank of England was political. The Bank of England’s charter
was not perpetual, and the government repeatedly negotiated extensions when the Treas‐
ury needed new funds from the Bank of England (Broz and Grossman 2004). In effect, the
state clawed back some seigniorage through new, below‐market borrowing. What is re‐
markable, however, is how much the government did not take. The Bank of England regu‐
larly paid seigniorage pro its to shareholders through dividends (Clapham 1944: 292). In
contrast, the Bank of Amsterdam passed all its pro its to the city, just as central banks today
pay their pro its to their controlling political authorities.
How the Bank of England gained secure seigniorage appears to have been something of an
accident. The Bank of England’s start as a corporation was a gamble at a time of intense is‐
cal stress on the English state. Then, the corporate form proved useful in 1697 to the state
as an instrument for debt‐for‐equity swaps. The swaps let the Treasury convert short‐term
debt during a rollover crisis. Political winds, however, then blew against the Bank of Eng‐
land when the Tory party came to power in 1710 (Stasavage 2008: 99‐129). Tory govern‐
ments issued Exchequer bills that competed against banknotes, and supported the South
Sea Company’s gambit to displace the Bank of England in 1720 (Kleer 2012). But the col‐
lapse of the South Sea Bubble swung political support back to the Bank of England, and the
mood of the era, embodied in the Bubble Act of 1720, emphasized the importance of stabil‐
ity (Harris 1994). The Bank of England endured as a for‐pro it quasi‐arm of the British
Treasury.
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With stable political backing after 1720, Bank of England notes became the anchor of Lon‐
don’s payment system. Again, sovereign debt and seigniorage made them low risk, but scar‐
city made them costly to use. Before 1760, the Bank of England focused on sovereign lend‐
ing, so the supply was inelastic to aggregate demand (but elastic to war inance). Private
lending was small and limited to customers who lived in London and were engaged in
commerce. When the Bank of England relaxed standards enough to lend to banks (called re‐
discounting), the Bank of England still limited itself to buying high quality paper from the
few banks that kept an account. As late as 1793, only a third of London commercial banks
had balances with the Bank of England (James 2012b: 297).
3.2 Failed attempts at innovation: Banks of the United States
Against political opposition, Alexander Hamilton succeeded in chartering English‐style cen‐
tral banking in the new United States in 1791. The First Bank of the United States was a na‐
tionally chartered, for‐pro it corporation whose primary asset was sovereign debt. Its pri‐
mary liability was privileged banknotes. The U.S. bank had the only interstate charter while
most state‐chartered banks could not even open intra‐state branches. Furthermore, the U.S.
bank’s notes were legal payments for all debts to the U.S. government.
Unlike in England, the First Bank of the United States did not have a war‐time crisis with
which to negotiate its irst charter renewal. Instead, the war came a year after President
Jefferson blocked renewal of the First Bank of the United States. Financing and supplying
the War of 1812 over the length of the Atlantic seaboard convinced many, including military
leaders, of the need for a central bank as an agent of the Treasury. In the meantime, the U.S.
Treasury issued emergency notes, in lation surged, and state banks suspended specie re‐
demption (Rockoff 2000: 654‐5).
After the war and the election of a new president, the Second Bank of the United States was
chartered for 20 years starting in 1817. The Second Bank was larger than its predecessor,
but similar otherwise, and again political opposition was unrelenting. Andrew Jackson
campaigned for President twice with the goal of ending the Second Bank, and, in 1832, he
famously vetoed the re‐charter authorization. The U.S. then entered a long period without a
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central bank, and, in the 1840s, the U.S. Treasury withdrew government funds from banks
and the inancial system altogether. This outcome is in sharp contrast to the post‐1720 po‐
litical equilibrium that supported the Bank of England.
3.3 Private sector innovation in check payments
In London, as a substitute for Bank of England notes, banks offered access to bank payment
services on less restrictive terms. Most lending was at, or near, usury limits, so credit ra‐
tioning was the binding constraint of the era (Temin and Voth 2013: 73‐94). The payment
instrument of choice, however, was the check. London banks with six or fewer partners
could issue notes, and some did in limited amounts, but none did in any substantial quanti‐
ty. Perhaps London banks lacked the credibility to directly compete with the Bank of Eng‐
land, perhaps the Bank of England somehow threatened issuing banks, or perhaps most
wholesale customers preferred checks. In contrast, Bank of England notes did not usually
circulate outside of London, and country banks (located outside of London) issued notes for
regional payments. The primary country bank payment service, however, was to supply
bills payable on a London correspondent bank (James 2012a).
Because London banks used checks to lower costs, the payment system developed a thick
interconnectedness. Checks gain network externalities as local banks accept checks drawn
on their rivals. In the process, banks gain routine obligations on each other in the form of
checks due for payment. This new system made extensive use of Bank of England notes as a
settlement asset. Banks were likely settling checks bilaterally in Bank of England notes even
before they created the London Clearinghouse in 1776. The clearing house adopted multi‐
lateral netting in 1841, and so reduced the amount of Bank of England notes that partici‐
pants needed (James 2012a: 135). In this way, Bank of England notes became the anchor of
the London banking system and, in time, the center of the English banking system. Country
banks and foreign banks used London correspondent banks to secure acceptance of their
bills in London, to secure access to the stock and debt markets, and to secure access to the
international payments market. London clearing arrangements lowered costs and central‐
ized risk for the nation and much of the rest of the world. When corporate banks emerged
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in mid‐19th century England, branch networks centered on London, and the system’s reli‐
ance on the Bank of England continued.
In the U.S., the note‐check divide was over time instead of over space. Before the Civil War,
state‐chartered banks issued banknotes, so commerce could avoid the use of coin. While
U.S. banknotes were cheaper to acquire than coin, they certainly were riskier. The era fa‐
mously had such a diversity of note issuing banks that entrepreneurs published guides to
help merchants judge authenticity and quality, and dealers used superior information in a
manner similar to coin‐based moneychangers. Still, such cost‐ and risk‐reducing operations
developed because state bank notes did circulate widely. Within a city, most notes passed at
par, and railroads and telegraphs reduced the discounts of notes that traveled beyond their
city of origin (Gorton 1996; Jaremski 2011). Country banks set up correspondent relation‐
ships with trade‐center banks (Weber 2003). In some respects, at least, the central bank
anchor was not missed in its absence: Inter‐city exchange fees were less after the Second
Bank of the United States than under it (Bodenhorn 1992; Knodell 2003). And, as with Eng‐
land, the U.S. inter‐regional system of notes and bills grew increasingly centered on the me‐
tropolis. By the Civil War, New York banks were the hub of inter‐regional payments (James
and Weiman 2011).
The National Banking Acts of 1864 and 1865 drove state banks into checking and limited
the stock of notes that national banks could issue. Check use had been growing before the
civil war in local, wholesale payments (James and Weiman 2010: 238). Indeed, by 1860, the
level of deposits in the U.S. roughly equaled the level of bank notes, and banks in many ma‐
jor cities had already created clearinghouses to settle them. After the Civil War, the volume
of checks continued to grow faster than notes and surged well past notes after 1890. New
York was the center of settlement as banks across the US used correspondents in New York
for inter‐regional transfers, access to the markets, and for foreign exchange. Like London,
the epicenter was the clearinghouse.
The lack of a central bank did not stop the growth of the American banking system, and the
prevalence of unit‐bank regulations caused that that growth to be in the number of banks.
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Figure 7 gives the number of state banks, and national banks after 1863. The surge in state
banks after 1880 relied on the inter‐regional system of check clearing.
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Figure 7. Number of US Banks, 1790 to 1913
Sources: Wright 2001 (1790‐1820), Bodenhorn 2001 (1820‐1860), Grossman 2003
(1863‐1913).

3.4 Systemic Implications
Despite their differences, the nineteenth century British and American check payment sys‐
tems appear to have supported comparable levels of payments activity. In 1868 (the irst
year for which data becomes available, since settlement occurs through Bank of England
accounts rather than with notes), the London Bankers’ Clearing House settled £3.4 billion
in London‐area payments through the Bank of England (Matthews 1921: appendix II),
which is about 3.6 times contemporaneous GDP (see Figure 1). That same year, the New
York Clearing House handled payments of $28.5 billion or 3.3 times GDP (Cannon 1910,
217). The British system expanded to all of England by 1907 and cleared over six times
GDP, while the U.S. ratio (based on New York only) declines slightly to 3.1. However, by the
early twentieth century there were over 200 regional check clearing houses operating in
the U.S. (for which statistics are unavailable), so the aggregate ratio for the U.S. may be sub‐
stantially higher.
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Checks, bills, and their settlement infrastructure lowered costs and increased volume, but
also created systemic risk. Troubles with an individual bank could spread via clearing and
settlement to other banks. In this way, the supplier of money used for clearinghouse settle‐
ment gained the opportunity to act as a systemic lender of last resort. In London, this role
was played by the Bank of England. In New York, the clearinghouse itself became a LOLR.
And here crucial dissimilarities develop.
The Bank of England’s (implicit) ability to suspend payments backstopped the system and
could prevent commercial banks from suspending (James 2012b). Moreover, the Bank of
England could expand lending to banks. This it did aggressively when it suited the Bank of
England’s operational goals, such as when convertibility was suspended (1797‐1825) be‐
cause of the Napoleonic Wars. Such lending, however, was limited when it went against the
Bank of England’s internal interests, such as during the Panic of 1825 (Neal 1998). Even
when the Bank of England did clearly lend to support the system, it denied any obligation to
do so (Bignon, Flandreau, and Ugolini 2012).
In New York, the clearinghouse could, and did, create emergency liquidity during crises, but
the amount it could produce was limited to the collective assets of its member banks. The
New York clearinghouse had no external reserves the way the Bank of England had its own
holdings of gold and sovereign debt, separate from members of the London clearinghouse.
As a result, when a crisis pushed the English system to its breaking point, the Bank of Eng‐
land could suspend convertibility into gold, so London banks did not have to suspend their
convertibility into Bank of England notes. In contrast, when a crisis pushed the New York
clearinghouse to suspend convertibility, it took member banks with it. “Such temporary
suspensions were staple strategies of American bankers in times of crisis. … In London
there was never a general suspension of payments during times of panic (James 2012b:
290).”
James, McAndrews, and Weiman (2013) argue that the U.S. system had grave macroeco‐
nomic consequences. With general suspensions, local means of payment suddenly came
into short supply, so both payroll and debt servicing were imperiled for otherwise healthy
irms. Also, interregional payments propagated the suspension to other cities, as respond‐
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ent banks had to scramble for alternative sources of liquidity or default on their own pay‐
ment commitments.
How serious was this difference in deep‐crisis performance? The ultimate judgment seems
to rest in the foreign exchange markets. The world’s money favored London, and Amster‐
dam before it, but not New York (Flandreau et al). Indeed, one reason the New York banks
campaigned for adoption of the Federal Reserve System was to improve the dollar’s inter‐
national attractiveness (Broz 1999). Despite similar payment systems, how the English an‐
chor disconnected from coin (the Bank of England suspending payments) seems an im‐
portant advance relative to how the U.S.’s disconnected (general bank suspensions).
In our conceptual framework, both the UK and the US developed anchors distinct from coin,
but the British anchor was less prone to suspension, and so was the resulting payment sys‐
tem built upon it. As a result, igure 8 shows London’s check‐based payment operating
with less systemic risk (at any given cost pro ile) than New York’s. As a result, the British
pound became a reserve currency, and much of the world’s inance occurred in London
(Flandreau and Jobst 2005: 990).
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Figure 8. Anglo‐American Contrast, circa 1900

When the Federal Reserve was inally created a century ago, its initial structure was de‐
signed to address both domestic and foreign payment system challenges. Foremost, the
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new system held reserves distinct from those of member banks. It created a system of inter‐
regional check clearing that helped reduce propagation of liquidity shocks (Gilbert 2000).16
It actively promoted the international banker’s acceptances (Ferderer 2003). As a result,
the dollar slowly became a world reserve currency (Eichengreen and Flandreau 2012).

4. CLS17
The rise of national central banking in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries did not do
away with the old problem of how to move international liquidity. Under the gold standard,
in principle individuals could acquire foreign exchange by redeeming local currency for
gold, and then shipping the gold abroad in order to acquire foreign currency. Few did so.
Instead, bankers avoided those costs through a variety of inancial instruments for inter‐
bank transfer, such as bills of exchange and banker’s acceptances.
Post‐Bretton Woods, people could no longer redeem gold, and interbank inancial instru‐
ments became the only method available for transmission. Meanwhile, technological ad‐
vances rapidly decreased the cost of interbank transfer. Indeed, the most striking empirical
regularity in payments is the worldwide increase in payments intensity since 1970 (Figure
1). Judged by this metric, the nature of the payments business has changed more during the
past 44 years than during the preceding two centuries. The increase in payments intensity
mirrors the increase in inancial markets trading, particularly trading in the markets for
foreign exchange (FX). But while the volume has changed dramatically over this period, the
nature of the transactions has not. FX transactions are commonly thought of as instantane‐
ous trades of iat money—one central bank’s liabilities against another. But, at least up un‐
til 2002, they were simply faster versions of the old interbank transfer mechanisms.
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Though still imperfectly, see Richardson 2007, Mitchener and Richardson 2013.

The discussion of CLS here is based on Kahn and Roberds (2001). See Committee on Payment and Settle‐
ment Systems (2008) and the CLS website (www.cls‐group.com) for additional information.
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Since 2002, however, central banks have increasingly detached themselves from FX trades,
by delegating their settlement to a private institution, the CLS Bank. Traditionally, banks
used bilateral financial instruments to bridge different units of account. Now CLS can make
those connections, and its account transfers replace the instruments. By operating simulta‐
neously in multiple currencies, CLS is able to control risks of settlement in a way that no
single central bank could. CLS may be the most unusual financial institution ever estab‐
lished. By day, it is the largest institution on the planet. By night, it hardly exists. It handles
about half of the world’s foreign exchange transactions, but it is also privately owned and
operates with fewer than 500 employees. It was originally designed to do one job—settle
international payments—and it does it with extraordinary efficiency. Pressure from the
world’s central banks more‐or‐less forced CLS into existence, but its position leads to ex‐
tremely thorny policy questions for those same central banks.
In terms of our conceptual structure, CLS is a twist. From the point of view of a financial in‐
stitution “paying” for the purchase of foreign exchange, CLS becomes the anchor technolo‐
gy: conducting the transaction through CLS is less risky (and slightly more expensive) than
paying directly with central bank money. In order to economize on the collateral costs of
conducting its business, CLS has incorporated a large number of collateral‐saving devices
(some of them inducing slight increases in the risk of the system). Finally banks have
available to them bilateral transactions (“in‐out swaps”) officially outside of CLS, which can
further reduce the collateral costs of using CLS, again with increases in the risk of delivery
failure. Figure 9 illustrates this space of alternatives.
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Figure 9. CLS Spanning Domestic Payment Systems

4.1 CLS, a private sector innovation
CLS came into being in 2002, as a result of regulatory dissatisfaction with traditional ar‐
rangements for settling foreign exchange transactions (Committee on Payment and Settle‐
ment Systems 1996, 1998). Settling foreign exchange (FX) trades poses special challenges
both because of the sheer size of the post‐Bretton Woods FX markets, and because the un‐
derlying nature of foreign exchange creates risks that are resistant to traditional risk‐
limiting strategies such as netting and counterparty substitution. The initial impetus be‐
hind CLS was to move the payments used to settle FX trades away from traditional large‐
value systems (mostly run by central banks) to a specialized institution that could better
handle these risks. Although in many cases there is no legal compulsion to use CLS, it has
nonetheless enjoyed considerable success. The most recent statistics available on the CLS
website (as of this writing, February 2014) indicate that CLS is currently settling a little
over $5 trillion daily (counting transactions on both sides) or roughly 50 percent of the
world’s daily FX turnover (Bech and Sobrun 2013). Measured by value transferred, it is the
world’s largest payment system (Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems 2013, Ta‐
ble PS3), surpassing even the largest single‐currency systems.
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Payments made through CLS occur as transfers on the books of a limited‐purpose U.S. bank
(CLS Bank) supervised by the Federal Reserve in cooperation with other central banks.18
CLS has access to the Fed’s large‐value system (Fedwire) and also to large‐value payment
systems in all of the currencies it operates in. “Deposits” into (known as pay‐ins) and “with‐
drawals” from CLS Bank (pay‐outs) occur in central bank funds and occur immediately via
the appropriate large‐value, real‐time gross settlement (RTGS) system.19 Thus, CLS func‐
tions as a “daylight bank” with no deposits in its accounts overnight. Payments (account
transfers) over CLS can be made by “member” commercial banks in any of its participating
currencies, with about 45 percent of CLS payments occurring in U.S. dollars.
Approximately seventy‐ ive banks are members of CLS.20 Re lecting the immense turnover
in the FX markets, daily turnover at CLS is also enormous. Following days of heavy market
activity or U.S. legal holidays (when two days of settlements must be compressed into one),
the value of payments made through CLS can be breathtaking—the current record daily
value is $10.3 trillion on March 19, 2008, in the wake of the Bear Stearns collapse.21
4.2 How CLS operates: examples22
The special problems of FX settlement, the operation of CLS, and its interaction with tradi‐
tional large‐value payment systems can be illustrated through a series of examples.

Actual processing of payments is carried out by a separate U.K. company (CLS Services). Both CLS Bank and
CLS Services are owned by a holding company, that is in turn owned by 75 financial institutions worldwide
(Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems 2008a).
18

A notable exception occurs for pay‐ins and pay‐outs in Canadian dollars, which are sent through a net set‐
tlement system (the Large Value Transfer System or LVTS), whose payments are guaranteed by the Bank of
Canada. For purposes of the discussion here, these can be regarded as the equivalent of RTGS payments.
19

20 CLS also provides indirect settlement services to over 11,000 “third parties,” i.e., customers of CLS member
banks who must settle through a designated member.

Given these magnitudes, it comes as no surprise that the CLS Bank has been designated a “systemically im‐
portant inancial market utility” by U.S. regulators.
21

22

The examples and discussion in this section are taken from Kahn and Roberds (2001), section 2.1.
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Example 1. On day T, a trader for Bank A buys dollars from a trader for Bank B in return for
pounds. For simplicity, say that the agreed‐upon exchange rate is $2/£, and that $2 million
is traded for £1 million. Even though this is a “spot” trade of one currency for another, like
most inancial market trades it is really an exchange of promises to deliver something (in
A’s case, dollars; in B’s case, pounds) in the near future—day T+2 for the canonical spot FX
trade.23
The irst dif iculty in settling FX trades occurs because there is limited scope (in this initial
example, none) for reducing A’s and B’s settlement exposures through netting: B has prom‐
ised to deliver something (dollar funds) which is (traditionally) only deliverable through
the U.S. banking and payment systems, subject to U.S. law, while A’s delivery must be routed
through U.K. institutions.24 There exists no natural choice of a “third asset” or numeraire
that could serve as the basis for netting. The second dif iculty is how to enforce conditional‐
ity of settlement without the use of a central counterparty—to span both sides (“legs”) of
an FX transaction, a traditional central counterparty would need to be able to simultane‐
ously replace trading obligations within the constraints imposed by the national institu‐
tions of each leg of the trade. For the present time, such centralization remains an impracti‐
cal option for most FX trades; see however the discussion below.
The traditional method for settling a foreign exchange trade relies on separate, uncoordi‐
nated settlement actions by each party to the trade. To illustrate the traditional process, the
irst pair of accounts in Table 1 shows the situation after the trade on day T.25

23 FX trades also commonly occur as forward transactions or FX swaps (a spot combined with a forward). Is‐
sues involving settlement of these types of trades are similar to those arising from spot trades.

Again there are exceptions. One is in the case of non‐deliverable forwards, which are forward trades of a
convertible currency (e.g., dollars) against another currency which may be thinly traded or not fully converti‐
ble (e.g., yuan). Non‐deliverable forwards are typically settled in the convertible currency, as a cash payment
in the difference in the contracted value against the spot value of the nonconvertible currency.

24

For purposes of illustration, Example 1 assumes that each bank directly makes payments over a large‐value
payment system to settle the hypothetical trade. In fact, banks often effect settlement by instructing a corre‐
25
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Bank A
Assets

Liabilities

+ $2M due from Bank B

+ £1M due to Bank B
Bank B

Assets
+ £1M due from Bank A

Liabilities
+ $2M due to Bank A

Table 1a. Settlement of spot FX Trade: traditional system
Bank A purchases $2M from Bank B for £1M
Shown are banks’ positions after trade, before settlement

On day T+2, Bank A is obligated to send £1 million to B over the U.K. large value system
(CHAPS) and Bank B is obligated to send $2 million to A over a dollar payment system (tra‐
ditionally, CHIPS). Suppose that, due to time zone differences, the sterling transaction hap‐
pens to be executed irst (Table 1b).
Bank A
Assets

Liabilities

 £1M in CB funds
+ $2M due from Bank B
Bank B
Assets
+ £1M in CB funds

Liabilities
+ $2M due to Bank A

Table 1b. Traditional system after settlement of one leg

In most cases, the dollar funds transfer then occurs, settling the trade, so at the end of the
day T+2 we have:

spondent to make such payments. Hence the traditional method is referred to as the correspondent banking
method of settlement.
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Bank A
Assets

Liabilities

+ $2M CB Funds
 £1M CB Funds
Bank B
Assets

Liabilities

 $2M CB Funds
+ £1M CB Funds
Table 1c. Traditional system after settlement of second leg

Clearly, the traditional system can lead to problems, given the inality of payments made in
each currency.26 For instance, if Bank B is closed down before its funds are sent to Bank A,
there is the risk that Bank A may lose its entire principal in the trade.27 On the other hand,
suppose it is Bank A that is shut down early on date T+2. Then, in practice, Bank B is also
likely to suffer a loss even if the shutdown occurs before any settlement takes place, be‐
cause it can be dif icult for either bank to cancel its leg of transaction, should it learn of the
failure of its counterparty.28
The key precept of CLS is to avoid the possibility of loss of principal by requiring both legs
of an FX transaction to settle simultaneously, on the books of a single institution (CLS
Bank). While CLS does not formally operate as a central counterparty across currencies, its
ability to enforce this conditionality allows it to function in many circumstances as a “virtu‐
al central counterparty.”

26

The payments in this example occur over large‐value systems where all payments are irrevocable.

In the literature this risk is variously referred to as principal risk, Herstatt risk, and (cross‐country) settle‐
ment risk.

27

These difficulties are often attributed to the high degree of automation in settlement processes. For exam‐
ple, KfW Bankengruppe, a German state bank, is reported to have sent €300 million to Lehman Brothers as an
automated settlement of a swap, on the same day Lehman filed for bankruptcy (Kulish, 2008).

28
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For purposes of illustration, assume that Banks A and B are both members of CLS, and that
no other transactions take place on day T. On the morning of day T+2, each CLS member is
required to make a payment (i.e., a pay‐in) on its short positions. For the moment we will
assume that the payments required are equal to the full value of the trade; more complicat‐
ed cases are considered later.
Table 2 illustrates the process. Note that A’s and B’s initial positions following the trade are
the same as in the previous case.
Bank A
Assets

Liabilities

+ $2M due from Bank B

+ £1M due to Bank B
Bank B

Assets

Liabilities

+ £1M due from Bank A

+ $2M due to Bank A
CLS Bank

Assets

Liabilities

0

0

Table 2a. Settlement of spot FX trade: CLS with full pay‐in
Bank A Purchases $2M from Bank B for £1M
Shown are banks’ positions after trade, before settlement

Each bank begins the settlement process by making its pay‐in to CLS. These payments are
made through RTGS systems in central bank funds—in the example, through Fedwire for
the dollar payment and through CHAPS for the sterling payment.
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Bank A
Assets

Liabilities

+ $2M due from Bank B

+ £1M due to Bank B

+ £1M due from CLS Bank
 £1M CB Funds
Bank B
Assets

Liabilities

+ £1M due from Bank A

+ $2 M due to Bank A

+ $2M due from CLS Bank
 $2M CB Funds
CLS Bank
Assets

Liabilities (Accounts)

+ £1M CB Funds

Currency Sub Accts.

+ $2M CB Funds

£
Bank A

$

£1M

Bank B

$2M

Table 2b. CLS system after full pay‐in

Once CLS has both currencies available to it, settlement is effected through a paired set of
payments on the books of CLS, as is shown in Table 2c.29 These payments occur automati‐
cally once there are suf icient funds in each bank’s account. Note that settlement is on a
gross basis; each bank pays and receives the full amount of the funds due in the trade, in the
form of balances on the books of the CLS Bank.

29 Formally, payment over CLS does not constitute legal settlement of FX trades but of “the payment instruc‐
tions arising from the trades” (Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems 2008a, 24, fn 31). For our
purposes, the distinction is inessential.
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Bank A
Assets

Liabilities

+ $2M due from CLS Bank
 £1M CB Funds
Bank B
Assets

Liabilities

+ £1M due from CLS Bank
 $2M CB Funds
CLS Bank
Assets

Liabilities (Accounts)

+ £1M CB Funds

Currency Sub Accts.

+ $2M CB Funds

£
Bank A
Bank B

$
$2M

£1M

Table 2c. CLS system after settlement

After that, the currencies can be sent out to the banks via the same RTGS systems that were
used for the pay‐ins:
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Bank A
Assets

Liabilities

+ $2M CB Funds
 £1M CB Funds
Bank B
Assets

Liabilities

+ £1M CB Funds
 $2M CB Funds
CLS Bank
Assets

Liabilities

0

0

Table 2d. CLS system after pay‐out

Under CLS, inal settlement of each side of a transaction is simultaneous and mutually con‐
ditional (in payments jargon, this feature is known as payment versus payment or PVP, simi‐
lar to delivery versus payment or DVP for domestic securities transactions). As this example
shows, with CLS there is never a point at which one leg is settled and the other is not set‐
tled. Under the traditional arrangement there is an instant where one bank (Bank A in Ta‐
ble 1b) has paid out funds to its counterparty but not received funds in return. Were Bank B
to fail at this moment then Bank A, as its creditor, would be vulnerable. By contrast, at no
point in the process in Table 2 is either bank a net creditor of the other. Under CLS, if Bank B
fails before settlement, the transaction does not go through, and the funds paid in by Bank
A are returned to Bank A. If Bank B fails after settlement, Bank A is unaffected.
Of course after settlement, Bank A is now a creditor of CLS until CLS sends it the payments
to Bank A. CLS is an improvement over traditional arrangements, because CLS Bank is a bet‐
ter credit risk than any individual bank. In this simple example, because CLS Bank is never
the creditor of any bank, it is invulnerable to failures of other banks. The inality of pay‐
ments on RTGS systems is key to this arrangement. Because the CLS Bank’s assets are simp‐
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ly “good funds,” not “due froms,” they won’t disappear if the bank that paid them in goes
bankrupt.
Example 1 is an extreme case: both sides pay in full before settlement. In practice, CLS al‐
lows members to overdraft their accounts, so that settlement may occur before all net funds
have been paid in.30 As a result, a (very modest) level of risk creeps back into the arrange‐
ment. The next example considers a case where settlement takes place after only a small
initial pay‐in. Table 3 below illustrates the settlement process for this example.
Example 2. As before, but suppose that initially Bank B pays in $200,000 or 10% of its due‐
to position in its short currency, and Bank A pays in a corresponding amount: £100,000. As
before, settlement occurs by transferring the required balances between the sub‐accounts
of the two banks on the books of CLS: £1M from Bank A’s sterling sub‐account to Bank B’s
sterling sub‐account and $2M from Bank B’s dollar sub‐account to bank A’s dollar sub‐
account. Now, however, these transactions leave overdrafts in a sub‐account for each of the
banks. Once suf icient pay‐ins are made, the situation is the same as in Example 1, and pay‐
out can proceed safely. But until pay‐in is completed, the system is vulnerable to a failure by
either of the banks. For example, if Bank B fails before completing its pay‐in, CLS Bank will
owe Bank A $1 million but will only have $100,000 in good funds.

30

CLS however sets a minimum pay‐in schedule for each member on a daily basis.
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Bank A
Assets
+ $2M due from Bank B

Liabilities
+ £1M due to Bank B
Bank B

Assets
+ £1M due from Bank A

Liabilities
+ $2M due to Bank A
CLS Bank
Liabilities

Assets
0

0

Table 3a. Settlement of spot FX trade: CLS with delayed pay‐In
Bank A purchases $2M from Bank B for £1M
Positions shown are after trade, before settlement

Assets
Liabilities
+ $2M due from Bank B
+ £1M due to Bank B
+ £0.1M due from CLS Bank
 £0.1M CB Funds
Bank B
Assets
Liabilities
+ £1M due from Bank A
+ $2M due to Bank A
+ $0.2M due from CLS Bank
 $0.2M CB Funds
CLS Bank
Assets
Liabilities (Accounts)
+ £0.1M CB Funds
Currency Sub Accts.
+ $0.2 M CB Funds
£
$
Bank A £0.1M
Bank B
$0.2 M
Table 3b. After initial pay‐in by Bank A
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Bank A
Assets
Liabilities
+ $2M due from CLS Bank
+ £0.9M Overdraft at CLS
 £0.1M CB Funds
Bank B
Assets
Liabilities
+ £1M due from CLS Bank
+ $1.8 M Overdraft at CLS
 $0.2M CB Funds
CLS Bank
Assets
Liabilities (Accounts)
+ £0.1M CB Funds
Currency Sub Accts.
+ $0.2M CB Funds
£
$
Bank A £0.9M
$2M
Bank B £1M  $1.8 M
Table 3c. After settlement

Table 3d. After final pay in (Identical to Table 2c)
Table 3e. After pay‐out (Identical to Table 2d)

Although CLS permits member banks to have overdrafts during the settlement process, the
overdrafts are subject to limits. A transaction is not settled if it causes a member to exceed
its position limits; instead both legs of the transaction are held in a queue until suf icient
funds low into the bank’s account. The overdraft limits include limits on each sub account,
as well as a separate limit on the sum of overdrafts. 31 Most importantly, a member’s net po‐
sition across all currencies is required to be positive at all times. Again, CLS Bank is never in
the position of being an overall creditor to any member bank. Thus failure of Bank B does
not adversely affect the value of the CLS Bank.

31 The limit on the sum of the overdrafts is called the member’s aggregate short position limit. It is adjusted by
CLS according to factors such as capital and credit rating of the member (Committee on Payment and Settle‐
ment Systems 2008a, 79‐80).
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In order to handle the possibility of a failure by a bank with an overdraft, the CLS Bank has
arranged lines of credit in each of its currencies with a set of “liquidity providers.”32 Since
CLS essentially carries no credit risk, it can obtain these credit lines at extremely small
costs. It is clear why the liquidity providers can trust CLS Bank; it is less clear why the CLS
Bank should be satis ied with the reliability of its liquidity providers—who turn out to be
owners of the CLS Bank, that is, the member banks themselves. Then might the protection
offered by them be illusory? There are two counterarguments: irst it is the group of liquidi‐
ty providers as a whole that provides protection to the CLS bank against failure of any indi‐
vidual member. Second, the limits on overdrafts under CLS, while explicitly protecting exist‐
ing liquidity providers, also serve to convince any potential additional liquidity providers—
conceivably including, in extreme situations, central banks—of the ultimate safety of their
liquidity infusions.
In the absence of exchange rate luctuations, settlement could begin before the pay‐in of
any funds, without violating the principle that a bank’s net position at CLS must not be neg‐
ative. When exchange rates luctuate, the “out‐of‐the‐money party” (at least) must make
some pay‐in before settlement can begin.33
Example 2, continued. Suppose that on day T+1 the value of the pound falls, so that by the
close of trading on day T+1, £1 is now worth only $1.80, so that Bank B’s position vis‐à ‐vis
Bank A is “out of the money.” CLS then calculates the day T+2 settlement schedule as fol‐
lows: Bank B is short dollars so has a minimum pay‐in obligation of $200,000 or 10% of its
due‐to position in its short currency, before processing of its transactions can begin.34

32

CLS generally has contracts with at least three liquidity providers in each currency.

Thus the net positive balance requirement plays much the same role as margin requirements under “mark‐
ing‐to‐market” in a futures clearing arrangement. See e.g., Baer, France, and Moser, (2004), or Moser (1998).
33

34 In practice, CLS levies an additional haircut to provide a cushion against exchange rate volatility during day
T+2.
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Thus far, the examples have dealt with a single payment. In fact participants in FX markets
make large numbers of exchanges during the day, repeatedly swapping currencies back and
forth in offsetting or near‐offsetting trades.
Example 3. Suppose that Bank A buys $4 million from Bank B for £2 million during the irst
trade of day T, and then buys £1 million from Bank B for $2 million during the second trade
of the same day, with all trades at $2/ £. As before, assume that the dollar rises to £1 =
$1.80 by the close of trading on day T+1, so that each bank’s initial pay‐in requirement
would be the same as in example 2. That is, at the beginning of day T+2, Bank B is net short
$2 million and long £1 million, so once again B would need to pay in $200,000.
When settlements occur depends on the size of the two banks’ permitted overdrafts. For
simplicity we will assume that overdrafts are suf icient to handle each trade. Nonetheless, a
trade cannot settle until the pay‐ins are adequate to ensure that each bank have a net posi‐
tive post‐trade balance. Since bank B is out of the money $400,000 on the irst trade, that
trade will not settle until bank B puts a further $200,000 in its account. Once it does, the
irst trade will settle. Although A is out of the money on the second trade, the settlement of
the irst trade leaves the net position of A suf iciently positive to enable the second trade to
settle as well.
Although the trades are settled, the CLS Bank still lacks the funds to make a payout. These
must await the pay‐in of additional funds by each of the banks. As those funds appear, pay‐
outs are made on settled trades subject to two restrictions: 1) the CLS Bank can never over‐
draw its account with any RTGS system, and 2) all settlement banks’ accounts with CLS
must remain net positive. Pay‐ins, settlement, and pay‐outs continue on an ongoing basis
until all transactions have been settled and all funds paid out.35

The exact choice of which transactions to pay out first is made according to a proprietary algorithm. The
algorithm accords preference to members and currencies with the highest balances and to currencies with
the earliest large‐value payment system closing times (Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems
2008a, 78).
35
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4.3 Liquidity saving and In‐Out Swaps
For many of its participants a major advantage of the CLS system is the opportunity it pro‐
vides to economize on the use of currency through the “liquidity recycling” arrangement
described in example 3 above. For the purpose of settlement the CLS arrangement is not a
netting arrangement. Each trade settles or fails separately: Given a pair of bilateral trades
between two banks, it would be possible for one to settle and the other not to, due for ex‐
ample to a subsequent failure of a bank to make a pay‐in. On the settled trade, payouts be‐
come the responsibility of CLS Bank. On the unsettled trades, each bank is returned its ini‐
tial pay‐ins. Nonetheless, CLS shares one important feature with traditional netting ar‐
rangements: it economizes on the use of central bank funds. In our simple example, each
bank only need pay in its net position in the short currency for CLS to be able to complete
the payment process. With stricter caps on overdraft positions a greater pay‐in may be re‐
quired, but as a bank engages in larger numbers of transactions the difference becomes
small.
This “quasi‐netting” property of CLS settlement generates liquidity savings that are compa‐
rable to the savings available through multilateral net settlement. According to the CLS
website, quasi‐netting reduces pay‐in amounts to about four percent of the gross amounts
due. But (.04)  $5 trillion is still a lot of money, even by the rare ied standards of today’s
large‐value payment systems. CLS’s need for liquidity is exacerbated by its need for imme‐
diacy: to enable simultaneous worldwide settlement, CLS must begin processing payments
very early in the American and European business days, when traditionally little liquidity is
available except through central banks.36
CLS’s liquidity demand could, in principle, be entirely met by borrowing from central banks,
but CLS member banks have been reluctant to tie up their available intraday credit capacity
in this fashion. Instead, as a way of reducing the liquidity costs of CLS pay‐ins, they have de‐
36 Pay‐ins to CLS begin at 7 a.m. Central European Time. Settlement begins at the same time and is normally
complete by 9 a.m. CET, but pay‐outs (and additional pay‐ins) may continue until 10 a.m. CET for Asian cur‐
rencies, and noon CET for all other currencies.
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veloped a private intraday lending mechanism known as the in‐out swap. In‐out swaps are
coordinated through CLS but are technically side agreements that are outside of the CLS
system. An in‐out swap consists of a pair of transactions that occur on the same day. In the
irst transaction, a CLS member exchanges, within CLS, a position in a currency in which it
is long against a currency in which it is short, thereby reducing both its pay‐ins and pay‐
outs. The second transaction happens later the same day and occurs outside CLS, and re‐
verses the irst transaction at exactly the same exchange rates. As with other intraday credit
mechanisms, these intraday swaps are not priced and traded; CLS identi ies potential
swaps the night before and members are free to agree to exchanges “at par” or not.
By using in‐out swaps, CLS settlement members have been able to reduce the liquidity re‐
quired for their pay‐ins to less than two percent of gross amounts due (Committee on Pay‐
ment and Settlement Systems 2008a), i.e., less than $100 billion equivalent across all cur‐
rencies on an “average” CLS day.37 As usual there is no free lunch: since the “outside” trans‐
action in an in‐out swap is settled through the traditional “correspondent banking” method
of settling FX transactions, the use of in‐out swaps represents a partial retreat from the
conditionality guarantee of the CLS system. Discussions of this issue usually point out that
the residual amount of principal or Herstatt risk that has been reintroduced by the use of
in‐out swaps is small relative to the risk present before the introduction of CLS.
4.4 Policy issues for central banks
The foregoing discussion shows how payments made through CLS can substitute for pay‐
ments in central bank money, and provide protection against principal risk in situations
where traditional forms of FX settlement could not. The design of CLS, while robust, cannot
protect against all types of risks in FX trades in all situations. In particular, CLS cannot
guarantee the liquidity of its participants. A CLS member might, for example, fail to pay in
its obligation, in which case CLS deletes that member’s trades from its system. This protects
37 For single‐currency, large‐value payment systems a common ratio of net to gross payments is approximate‐
ly one percent (Bech and Hobijn 2007), which would represent a lower limit on liquidity needed for CLS set‐
tlement. CLS does not quite attain this limit but comes close.
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the principal of the remaining members but may subject them to liquidity pressures due to
unexpected shifts in their pay‐in requirements. Similarly, a failure of multiple liquidity pro‐
viders in a given currency could lead to widespread stresses. Thanks to the rule that CLS is
never in a negative net position, such an event would not endanger the solvency of CLS, but
its ability to make pay‐outs in the affected currency could be impaired. In such cases, CLS
rules allow for the CLS Bank to complete pay‐outs in currencies where suf icient liquidity is
available. This again would preserve principal but possibly subject the remaining members
to unexpected liquidity demands.
The examples presented earlier should also make clear that any CLS‐induced liquidity
strains would not necessarily be con ined to a single currency. A failure by one member to
pay in say, Euro to its CLS account, could lead to a short of liquidity and cause disruptions to
large‐value payment systems in other currencies. Defenders of CLS have pointed out that
cross‐currency linkages existed before but were only less apparent, and, because they did
not control principal risk, were potentially even more disruptive. However, the ultimate al‐
location of residual risks, and the extent to which these are borne by central banks, is yet to
be resolved.
To date, doubts about the integrity of CLS settlement have remained in the realm of the hy‐
pothetical. Notably, CLS was able to continue normal settlement processes in the wake of
the market disruptions of 2007 and 2008. A watershed event was the September 2008 fail‐
ure of Lehman Brothers. Lehman was a “user member” of CLS that relied on another CLS
member (Citigroup) for settlement services. The decision by Citigroup to continue to settle
the failed member’s trades enabled CLS settlement to proceed without disruption. However,
use of in‐out swaps is reported to have contracted in wake of the Lehman bankruptcy, lead‐
ing to some reduction in liquidity savings (Foreign Exchange Contact Group and Operations
Managers Group 2009).
CLS’ ability to withstand the shocks experienced during the recent crisis appears to have
blunted movement toward additional centralization of FX clearing. Notably, a recent ruling
by U.S. regulators (United States Treasury 2012) has granted FX markets a speci ic exemp‐
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tion from the clearing requirements of the 2010 Dodd‐Frank Act. The ruling makes fre‐
quent mention of the ef icacy of CLS in controlling settlement risk.
The main business of CLS is settling foreign exchange transactions, but it has branched out
into other activities. In early 2008 it launched a service (in cooperation with DTCC38) for
settling credit derivatives trades. By virtue of CLS’ connections to multiple large‐value pay‐
ment systems, there is no technological barrier to using it to settle other types of trades as
well. Another unresolved policy issue is to what extent future expansions of CLS would be
consistent with its original purpose of managing risks in FX markets.

5. Conclusion
From their beginnings, central banks have had a role in payments. This role has rarely been
static, however, and as central banks have innovated, these innovations have been matched,
and indeed in many cases outpaced, by the private sector. The result has been a steady if not
always monotone progression toward lower costs and reduced risks in payments. We have
considered three examples of this process.
The irst example described the payments role of the Bank of Amsterdam, the most promi‐
nent of the Early Modern “exchange banks”—account‐based public banks whose principal
function was settlement of a form of private payments (bills of exchange) prevalent during
that era. In 1683, the Bank of Amsterdam enacted a reform which provided its users cheap
access to liquidity, and so was able to take on a dominant payments role within eighteenth‐
century European commerce. Ultimately the Bank failed, however, because it could not suc‐
cessfully reconcile its payments role with demands on it from iscal authorities.
Our second example described the payments role of an ultimately more successful institu‐
tion, the Bank of England. Like the exchange banks, the Bank of England offered accounts,
but more important to its operations were the bearer notes that it issued on an unprece‐

38

Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation, which owns several major U.S. financial market utilities.
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dented scale. Lacking the legal and inancial resources to compete as note issuers, private
banks responded by developing check payments into a viable alternative to notes. However,
the private banks remained dependent on the Bank of England for settlement services, and
especially for access to liquidity during inancial crises. The nineteenth‐century U.S. bank‐
ing system sought to imitate the British success with checks, but a lack of a strong central
bank made the highly fragmented American system susceptible to frequent crises, and
therefore less attractive to international participants.
Modern RTGS systems retain aspects of both of these earlier systems, and remain the back‐
bone of payments in most countries. Yet our third example shows how a private‐sector
payment system, CLS, has been able to take payments beyond the con ines of any single‐
currency system. Through an innovative design, CLS has reduced the chances that FX mar‐
ket participants will suffer a loss of principal in a trade. For FX transactions, CLS is now the
anchor; central banks play a vital, but secondary role in this design. But CLS has also helped
to increase the interconnectedness of the world’s large‐value payment systems. The end
result may be only to extend central banks’ responsibilities for the integrity of payments.
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